
Coaching The Bone Offense Al Baldock

Football strategies and offensive formations have evolved over the years, but one
tactic that has stood the test of time is the Bone offense. Introduced by legendary
coach Al Baldock, the Bone offense has become a staple in many teams'
playbooks, known for its effectiveness and versatility.
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The Origins of the Bone Offense

The Bone offense traces its roots back to the 1960s when Al Baldock, a young
and innovative coach, revolutionized the football landscape. Recognizing the
need for a dynamic offensive scheme, Baldock developed the Bone offense to
exploit the weaknesses of traditional defenses.
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The Bone offense takes its name from the formation it employs, which features
three running backs positioned in a triangular shape behind the quarterback. This
formation maximizes the team's running options while still allowing for passing
plays.

One of the key advantages of the Bone offense is its ability to deceive opposing
defenses. With three running backs lined up behind the quarterback, it becomes
difficult for defenders to anticipate who will carry the ball or if it will be a play-
action pass. This confusion often leads to gaps in the defense and opportunities
for big gains.
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Coaching the Bone offense requires a deep understanding of the intricacies
involved and the ability to teach players the proper techniques and reads. Al
Baldock, the mastermind behind this offensive approach, has paved the way for
successful coaches in implementing and perfecting the Bone offense.

To effectively coach the Bone offense, one must start with the basics. Players
must be comfortable with the specific roles and responsibilities associated with
each position in the formation. The quarterback needs to make quick decisions,
reading the defense and determining whether to hand off, pitch, or throw.

The running backs must be versatile and skilled at both running and receiving.
They must have the ability to execute various running plays, such as dives,
sweeps, and counters. Additionally, they need to be effective blockers and
capable of running routes for potential passing plays.

Proper execution of the Bone offense heavily relies on discipline and timing. The
offensive line must work in sync to create running lanes and protect the
quarterback. Timing is crucial, as the running backs need to hit the assigned
holes at the right moment to exploit gaps in the defense.

Advantages of the Bone Offense

There are several advantages to utilizing the Bone offense. Firstly, due to its
unique formation, it puts significant pressure on opposing defenses to adjust and
assign defenders to contain all potential threats. This often leads to defensive
players being out of position, creating mismatches that can be exploited.

Furthermore, the Bone offense excels in ball control and time of possession. With
its emphasis on the running game, it allows teams to control the clock and wear
down opposing defenses. This often results in limiting the opponent's offensive
possessions, increasing the chances of victory.



Additionally, the Bone offense can be particularly effective in red zone situations.
The compact formation and multiple running options make it challenging for
defenses to defend the goal line. This gives the offensive team a higher
probability of scoring touchdowns rather than settling for field goals.

The Bone offense, pioneered by Al Baldock, has proven to be a highly successful
and enduring football strategy. Its unique formation and versatility provide
numerous advantages, making it a staple in many teams' playbooks.

Coaches looking to implement the Bone offense must diligently study the tactics
and techniques involved in coaching this offensive scheme. With the proper
coaching and player execution, the Bone offense can be a potent weapon that
leads to victory on the field.
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Coaching the T-Bone Offense is designed to offer coaches of all competitive
levels a compilation of ideas, information, and key elements involved in the T-
bone offensive system. Covers establishing a sound foundation, setting the
offense into motion, thunder and lightning, thunder versus a variety of different
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defenses, complementary running plays, an overview of the pass offense, t-bone
air attack, preparing a comprehensive game plan, and an organizational plan for
success. Contains nearly 300 clear diagrams and illustrations.
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